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Architecture is the art and science of building shelters for our bodies as 
well as for those values we hold precious, as embodied in our temples, 

tombs and monuments. The first principle of architecture is that man’s house 
and temple, the human body and universe are analogous shrines for their 
indwelling spirits. There is no fundamental distinction between the House of 
God and dwellings of men, whether huts or palaces. 

Radiations of the natuRal field
A healthy habitat should not cut its occupants from the natural influences of 
the heaven and the earth. It should be the vessel where these energies can 
meet and be transmuted for the benefit of man. The influences generated by 
the heavens include solar radiations, the radiations of planetary bodies and, 
to a lesser extent, the stars. The intensity of these radiations varies according 
to latitude, altitude, weather and solar activity. The influences generated by 
the earth are generally brought about by the earth’s magnetic field and local 
geological characteristics. Our planet, being a great magnet with its positive 
and negative poles, is surrounded by its own geomagnetic field. The intensity 
of this field varies according to the location and the hour of the day.

Bio electRo Magnetic gRids (BeM gRids)
The different types of magnetic grids that are found on a land whether in the 
Cardinal Directions or the Diagonal Directions are:
1. Major Grids: They are the largest and most intense energy radiations that 
can be found. They have 12 lines of radiation, which radiate out vertically 
from the surface of the earth. If two major grids intersect, an 11 x 11 Grid  
is formed.

2. Principle Grids: They are the second largest in size. The number of grid lines 
- also emanating vertically, from the earth’s surface is lesser - only ten. When 
on a site we find two principle grids intersecting, it is considered the most 
ideal dimensions and proportions, and is referred to as 9 x 9 Grid - the Vaastu 
Purusha Mandala of 81 squares.

3. Normal Grids: In contrast to the other two, the Normal Grids have only 
two lines of radiations, both emanating vertically from the earth. Each line 
strangely has a (-r) or (+r).

4. Subsidiary Grids: These grids are pretty close together and are often referred 
to as the ‘Hartmann Grids’ found in the Cardinal Directions and the Diagonal 
Directions. These are found in a bunch of 26 but do not emanate vertically.  
Half of these emanate at angles, from the earth’s surface, towards one side 
and the other to the opposite side. This grid is used as the smallest modular 
unit cellular housing or a small village or roadside temples etc.

the stRuctuRe of geoBiology
The purpose of Geobiology is to provide data to enable reproduction of a 
habitat as near natural living conditions as possible, taking into account 
the need for comfort provided by old and new technologies favourable to 
the environment. It strives to define and examine the numerous elements 
influencing the quality of homes. To diminish or enhance the salubriousness 
of a house, the accumulation of many factors is required. These elements can 
be roughly ordered in three interdependent levels.

The physical level deals with all the known effects related to the quality 
of the ground (i.e. geological fault, water streams, Radon...etc.), to the 
quality of the location (i.e. air pollution, noise...etc.) and the quality of the 
construction.

The energy level includes the positioning of a house on the Hartmann Grid 
and other tellurian currents, electromagnetic pollution and the Faraday cage 

Designing sustainable 
spaces adopting 

principles of geobiology 

an attempt to understand the science that is used to analyse the 
design methodology adopted in the ancient times to achieve a level of 

sustainability in design such that they are relevant even today. 
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effect due to bad ear thing of electric installation, reinforcement of concrete 
slabs and steel frames. 

The symbolic or spiritual level, which is the least recognised, is also the 
most important in the sense that it is the definition of the quality of the 
whole. Most of us can feel clearly the difference of ambience in extremes 
and be strongly affected by them.

geoBiology and its application in aRchitectuRe
In a broad sense, Geobiology is the use of information preserved in and 
by the biosphere to attack problems of importance for understanding the 
geological evolution of the ear th. The interaction of life when ear th works 
in two directions: life has had an enormous impact on the chemical and 
physical evolution of this planet, and in turn, global changes in the sur face 
of the environment of the ear th have left an imprint on the genetic and 
molecular systems, which are par t of every living being. In ancient times, 
architecture was not only a creation of form to limit or define space, but was 
inherently a sacred form, a three dimensioned mandala. All cultures took 
into consideration their understanding of the varied subtle effects of the 
environment, both natural and built, on the human system. 

case study – gingee fort complex, tamil nadu, india

history
The Gingee For t complex is situated at about 70km from Pondicherry. The 
for tifications of Gingee interconnect and include 3 precipitous hills called 
Krishnagiri, Chakkilidurg and Rajgiri with a triangular disposition. The main 
wall connecting them is 60ft thick. Within this 3 mile circuit is laid the outer 
for t, the inner for tress and the citadel. Two main gates exist on the Nor th 
and East of the for tifications - the Arcot (or Delhi) Gate and the Pondicherry 
Gate respectively. The Rajgiri citadel is the highest, about 800ft with its 
sheer outer cliff, rendering escalade impossible. Krishnagiri is a smaller hill 
lying outside the main for tification, with a small citadel on its top.

According to tradition, the original for t was founded by Kone chiefs of 
Gingee and the Rajgiri was for tified by Ananda Kone in 1200 AD. Krishna 
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Kone in about 1240 AD founded Krishnagiri. All the structures and walls were 
erected by successive dynasties - Vijayanagar, Naiks, Maharattas, Moghuls, 
Carnatic Nawabs, the French and the British, who ruled over Gingee for its 
strategic location, at different times, between 1383 and 1780 AD.

Rajgiri has two old granaries with vaulted chambers, a magazine, the 
flagstaff, an unusual building which served as an audience hall, the treasury 
built in the Indo Saracenic style and the Ranganatha Temple in the beautiful 
Vijayanagar style of architecture.

Located west to the gate of the inner For t is the Venugopalswami 
Temple, a big granary, a gymnasium and the Kalyana Mahal – an 
impressive building with a large stone built tank with a central 
pavilion surrounded by a pillared arcade. Behind the Kalyana Mahal 
is a series of cells, which served as barracks and stables. There is 
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PaVilion in gingee fort coMPlex

also a mosque of Mohabat Khan, the trusted ally of Raja Desingh. 
On Krishnagiri are two large granaries, wells for storing ghee and oil, an 
audience hall and two temples. The Venkataramana Temple is the largest 
temple in the For t built by Muthiyalu Nayakar (1540 - 1550 AD). It contains 
a number of Tamil inscriptions. It is fascinating to discover that the ver y 
design of the for t complex at Gingee, even as early as the 11th centur y AD, 
in ever y detail, follows strictly the magnetic grids found in the area, which 
was the ver y basis and reason why it is so designed and built. 

the foRt
fort entrance
The drawings indicate how the ver y location and design of the for t entrance, 
bastions, towers, sloping walls, moats and steps are all in harmony with the 
magnetic grids existing on the land and not arbitrarily placed or planned. 
Moreover the rocks of the for t walls are so placed that they create a positive 
energy field inside the walled area - to give energy to the defenders; and 
negative energy on the outer side of the walls - to drain away the energy 
of the attackers, to render them weak! It follows a combination of Major, 
Principle and Normal Grids.

pavilions
Progressing fur ther into the complex, isolated structures are found – 
pavilions, which again are not constructed arbitrarily, but the ver y location 
and design follows carefully the magnetic grids, as shown in the drawing. 
These are located on the intersection of Normal Grids.

grain storage Buildings
Surprisingly, the grain storage buildings having a barrel roof, are not laid 
out accordingly to Cardinal Directions, as the rest of the for t, but are laid 
out with respect to the Diagonal Directions. This par ticular direction has 
been selected because of its impar ting of dynamic energy to the buildings, 
which would help preser ve the grains and prevent growth of various kinds 
of insects and germs. It uses the Diagonal Principle Grids for its layout.

Kalyana Mandapa
The Kalyana Mandapa complex in the for t is a jewel. With its arcade water 
tank and precise layout of walls and columns laid out in harmony with the 
magnetic grids and their intersections, entire architecture an extraordinar y 
lightness and airiness. It uses the Principle and Normal Grids for its 
design.

VenKataRaMana teMple of gingee and otheR teMples
Large temple complexes of the South, like Chidambaram, Thanjavur, 
Mamallapuram, Srirangam, all of them reveal the same attention to 
planning for the main temple as well as peripheral structures. The location 
of their columns and walls strictly follow the magnetic grids. Herein lies 
the secret of their architectural symmetr y, balance and spatial harmony. 
Also the shape of the gopuram,  at the entrance of the temples, is derived 
from the understanding of the radiations of these magnetic grid lines,  
as shown.

teMPle forM beM earth radiation grids

the grain storage buildings
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kalyan MandaPa or hall with inner Pool at gingee fort
conclusion
The overall effect of planning on such a large scale has an innate harmony despite 
the structures being distant from each other, because of their being built in harmony 
and with respect to the BEM Grids - an art that was understood and perfected by 
the ancients. Moreover, these structures have a harmony with the earth’s BEM 
radiations, as well as cosmic BEM radiations. Due to the proper forms, proportions, 
placements, as well as the usage of right materials; these ancient structures 
intrinsically help in establishing and maintaining a harmony, of the complex 
subtle energies of the body, through the body’s interaction with the structures and  
the environment. 

The ancients translated in their stone structures, the great laws of the universe. 
They based themselves on the same principles using the cosmo-tellurian forces. 
Their dynamic complementary generated a third vital element for man. We 
must now rediscover these laws hidden in each of us and communicate them to 
our designs, from the most modest to the most sumptuous. Such realisation is 
possible at three levels:

The technical level: product of reason using the laws of mechanics, physics, 
chemistry and astro-physics to determine the choice of the materials and the site. 

The harmonic level: the human soul rejoicing in the vital movements of  
cosmic cycles.

The symbolic level: the knowledge enabling the elaboration of the ‘Axis Mundi’ 
and Man’s spiritual matrix. This level constitutes the intimate ties giving the 
other two levels their real grandeur. 

When these three levels are balanced, the design becomes an architectural 
medicine, a space of physical, psychological and spiritual harmony.


